Bushwalking Australia - Website Link Guidelines

Bushwalking Australia (BA) will consider linking to web sites of individuals, organisations and events that in its absolute discretion determines to be consistent with its aims and objectives, and that meet one or more of the following criteria:

1. Not-for-profit organisations promoting or representing outdoor recreational activities that complement bushwalking
2. Not-for-profit events run by or for the direct benefit of communities where bushwalking is a key program component
3. Offer a service, source of information or product of particular interest or relevance to our members or the bushwalking community generally
4. Offer a product, benefit or service to BA, its state affiliate organisations and their members

In considering applications, BA will give preference to individuals, small business and volunteer run not-for-profit organisations.

Bushwalking Australia will not link to party political information, political parties, political activists or organisations.

Requests for links to be included on the BA web site are to be emailed to secretary@bushwalkingaustralia.org addressing the relevant/applicable criteria from the list above. BA reserves the right to edit content as it sees fit.

Disclaimer:
The inclusion of a link on the Bushwalking Australia web site to an outside organisation, person or event, does not imply or warrant approval or endorsement by Bushwalking Australia of the organisation, person, event or product.